calibration, 39, 64, 66, 67
Canadian Building Code, 5
capacity-to-torque ratio. See torque
carbon footprint, 32
cathodic protection. See sacrificial anodes
casting soils, 6, 238, 278
Chin-Konder method, 210
clamping force, 387
clay. See fine-grain soil
classroom, 78, 91, 235, 253, 295
clothing, 97, 98, 100, 121, 122, 158, 160, 181, 218, 235, 265, 266, 267
claystone, 78, 91, 235, 253, 395
cobble, 84, 96
cobble soils, 78, 91, 235, 253, 395
collapsible soils, 78, 91, 235, 253, 395
core samples, 2, 77, 78, 80, 86, 87, 94, 100, 112, 113, 155, 160, 218, 235, 265, 266, 267
cost, 420
couplings, 2, 40, 49, 53, 56
coupling, 2, 40, 49, 53, 56
corrosion, 4, 170, 250, 295, 440
correlation to SPT test, 83
correlation to undrained strength, 100
depth of wetting. See active zone
deflections. See plumbness and alignment
determining walls, 387
didactic, 60
dilation, 96
direct design method, 404
direct shear test, 99
disturbance, 4, 102, 170
effect on lateral capacity. See lateral capacity/soil disturbance effect
effective shaft length, 125, 132
electroplating, 303
embedding depth. See minimum depth
energy ratio. See Standard Penetration Test
energy model, 179
epoxy coating. See powder coating
evaluation reports, 74, 170, 444
expansion, 75, 192, 441
expansion soils, 42, 75, 94, 235, 325
expansive potential, 255
expansive soils, 42, 75, 94, 235, 325
expansion. See subsurface exploration
factor of safety, 115, 252, 304
feather post, 23, 439, 440
FEPA, 197, 208
filter criteria, 387
finer criteria, 387
fining, 425
fine-grain soil, 57, 77, 80, 84, 87, 99, 110, 122, 155, 163, 181, 217, 235, 258, 266, 267
flagpole base, 257
floor slabs, 239, 393, 398, 404
fluid soil, 80, 147
foundations, 325. See also bridge foundations, utility foundations, residential foundations, commercial foundations, sign foundations, economics
concreteless, 360
loads, 332, 394
on expansive soils, 238
repair of. See underpinning
rotational bracing, 401
foundation drains, 244, 387
freeze, pile, 188
frozen soils, 96, 325
Fuller-Hoy method, 208
future developments, 440
galvanic series. See corrosion/galvanic
galvanizing, 4, 295, 301, 308
garages, 245, 338
gear motor. See hydraulic torque motor
gear motor multiplier, 71
general conditions, 421
general notes, 325, 328, 357
geotechnical report. See subsurface exploration
global stability, 673
golden rule, 55, 583
grade beam, 339, 398, 402
gradation, 84, 89
ground water, 3, 4, 78, 84, 147, 163, 238, 333
effect on corrosion, 296
effect on lateral earth pressure, 367
inter-helix pore pressure, 188, 196
group efficiency, 365
for lateral capacity, 268
great penetration, 52
growing of helical piles, 4, 15, 149, 429, 440
hand signals, 53
Hamon 90 percent method, 208
Hamon 80 percent method, 299
hard, soil. See expansive soils
helical bearing plate, 2, 447
conforming, 187, 448
lateral capacity, 287
pitch, 2, 183, 449
pitching sheet, 168, 443
proprietary shapes, 433. See also shaft cutting edge
drilling and soil shaft cut
spacing, 215, 217, 220, 250, 274
thickness, 184, 444, 449
Helical CAP, 222, 433
highway noise barriers. See sound walls
horizontal modulus, 101, 262
hot-dip galvanized steel. See galvanizing
hydraulic probe, 55, 63, 69
hydraulic torque motor, 37, 50, 67, 71
ICC-ES, 74, 187, 263, 299, 303, 306, 307, 328, 400, 449. See also evaluation reports
igneous rock, 90, 94, 235
individual bearing method, 103, 105, 151, 175
inspection, 68, 71, 193, 329, 444
installation, 4, 53, 37, 40, 49, 332
inter-helix pore pressure, 365
International Accredidation Service, 447
International Building Code, 5, 214, 263, 285, 293, 312, 328, 357, 360, 417, 441, 442, 447
International Conference of Building Officials, 444
iron sulfide, 322
ISO 9001, 170, 329
King method, 307, 310, 312
Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées, 103, 126
legacy reports, 444
ladding, 30, 363, 379
landslides, 75
lateral bracing, 360, 401, 410, 441
lateral capacity, 4, 20, 96, 228, 257, 399, 440
effect of couplings. See couplings/tightness
effect of helical bearing plates. See helical bearing plates/lateral capacity
flexible pile analysis, 264
load testing. See load testing
load testing minimum length, 260, 265
proprietary systems, 436
restraining systems, 277
rigid pile analysis, 258
shoring ground surface, 263
soil disturbance effect, 257, 260, 276
structural capacity, 447. See also structural capacity/flexure
lateral earth pressure, 333, 363
tension, 363, 383
at rest, 119, 363, 383
from live loads, 366
from point loads, 366
from uniform surcharge, 366
imbalances, 120
piles, 260, 261, 363
Peck's apparent earth pressure, 365, 377
lateral stability. See lateral bracing
kibbles, 2, 257, 263
load combinations, 332
load testing, 191, 216, 442, 447. See also post-tensioning, proof testing, performance testing
axial compression, 191
axial loading procedures, 201
axial tension, 196
axial test results. See Appendix C.
sensitive soils, 102, 188

sensitive settlement. See deflection/pile head

draft, helical pile, 2, 447. See also buckling
draft resist, 67

shear pin indicator, 59

shear strength of soil, 96, 99, 100, 119

from CPT, 126

undrained, 102

shear strength of concrete, 342, 403

shear walls, 338

dredging, 30, 367, 374

shrinkage, soil, 233

Shrinkage Limit. See

Atterberg Limits

sign foundations, 257, 261, 440

silt. See

fine-grain soil

site suitability, 94

soil borings. See

subsurface exploration

soil classification, 84. See also visual classification of soil, Unified Classification System, NYC Building Code, AASHO

Soil Conservation Service, 89

soil report. See subsurface exploration

soil report, soil type, 2, 25, 257, 261, 449

soil type, 2

spacing of piles, 165, 241, 268

- under floor slabs, 404

spotter, 53

wall, 67

Standard Penetration Test, 77, 80, 94, 99, 161, 190, 223, 228

correction factor, 82

effect of ground water, 165

expansive soils, 233, 254

dredging pile capacity, 154

excavation, 225

structural capacity of piles, 168, 443, 447

- also buckling, couplings, draft, and helical bearing plate
code allowable stresses, 443

friction, 25d, 259

effect of corrosion, 307

subsurface exploration, 75, 89, 94, 444

with helical pile, 46, 173, 190

subsoil, 308

sustainability, 31

swell pressure, 235, 245, 250

termination, 40

terminology, 5. Glossary of Terms

Three Sigma Rule, 226

thrust blocks, 377

tie-back. See anchor

timber lagging. See lagging

tolerance, 49, 50, 129

torsional resistance, pile shaft, 170, 444, 447

torque, 4, 40, 84, 93, 165, 166, 241, 252, 255, 325

capacity to torque ratio, 173, 191, 216, 244, 395, 443, 448

field elongation, 229

indicator, 39, 59, 72. See also shear pin indicator

T-torque indicator, DP-1 indicator, dial indicator, hydraulic pressure, electronic indicator measurement. See torque indicator and inspection, non-dimensional, 187

precintions, 187

T-pipe, 395

T-torque indicator, 64

unconfined compressive strength, 78, 91, 99

underground construction, 410

underpassing, 2, 15, 25, 50, 292

repair of foundations, 235, 393

floor slabs, 393, 404

proprietary systems, 425

rotational bracing, 401

Unified Classification System, 78, 87

unsupported length of shaft, 441. See also buckling

utility foundations, 2, 25, 27, 77, 440

utility, underground, 49, 51, 378

vibrations, 5, 4, 27

visual classification of soil, 86

void form, 239, 394

water design, 374

weather, adverse, 28

weep holes, 387

welding, 49

Wenner four-pin method, 298

wetlands, 35

rotted timber, 440

zinc coatings, 300, 301, 307. See also zinc paint, mechanical plating, metallizing, electrolyzing, electroplating, galvanizing, zinc paint, 303

zone of seasonal moisture fluctuation, 248